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CUSTOMER INFORMATION

1a. Table of awarded Special Item Numbers (SINs):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIN #</th>
<th>SIN Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>736 1</td>
<td>Administrative Support and Clerical Occupations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>736 2</td>
<td>Automatic Data Processing Occupations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>736 3</td>
<td>General Services and Support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1b. Identification of the lowest priced service for each special item number awarded in the contract. **Not applicable**

1c. If the Contractor is proposing hourly rates, a description of all corresponding commercial job titles, experience, functional responsibility and education for those types of employees or subcontractors who will perform services shall be provided.

*See page 6*

2. Maximum order for each SIN:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIN#</th>
<th>MAXIMUM ORDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>736 1</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>736 2</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>736 3</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Minimum order: **$100**

4. Geographic coverage (delivery area): **Hawaii**

5. Point(s) of production: **Not applicable**

6. Discount from list prices or statement of net price: **Net prices (discounts applied)**

7. Quantity discounts: **.5% on task orders $100,000-$249,000**

   **1% on task orders over $250,000**

8. Prompt payment terms: **Net 30 days**

9a. Notification that Government purchase cards are accepted at or below the micro-purchase threshold: **Yes**

9b. Notification whether Government purchase cards are accepted or not accepted above the micro-purchase threshold. **Accepted**

10. Foreign items: **Not applicable**

11a. Time of delivery: **7 days ARO**

11b. Expedited delivery: **Contact Contractor**

11c. Overnight and 2-day delivery: **Contact Contractor**
11d. Urgent requirements: **Contact Contractor**
12. F.O.B. point(s): **Destination**
13a. Ordering address(es): **Same as Contractor**
13b. Ordering procedures: For supplies and services, the ordering procedures, information on blanket purchase agreements (BPA’s), and a sample BPA can be found at the GSA/FSS schedule homepage ([www.fss.gsa.gov/schedules](http://www.fss.gsa.gov/schedules)).
14. Payment address: **Same as Contractor**
15. Warranty provision: **Not applicable**
16. Export packing charges: **Not applicable**
17. Terms and conditions of Government purchase card acceptance (any thresholds above the micro-purchase level). **Contact Contractor**
18. Terms and conditions of rental maintenance, and repair: **Not applicable**
19. Terms and conditions of installation: **Not applicable**
20. Terms and conditions of repair parts: **Not applicable**
20a. Terms and conditions for any other services: **Not applicable**
21. List of service and distribution points: **Not applicable**
22. List of participating dealers: **Not applicable**
23. Preventative maintenance: **Not applicable**
24a. Special attributes such as environmental attributes: **Not applicable**
24b. Section 508 compliance: **Not applicable**
25. Data Universal Number System (DUNS) number: **078791082**
26. Notification regarding registration in the System for Award Management (SAM) database. **Hawaii Employment Services Inc is registered and active in SAM, CAGE Code: 6WGJ9**
# Pricing Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labor Category</th>
<th>GSA Price (w/IFF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIN 736 1 - Administrative Support And Clerical Occupations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Clerk I **</td>
<td>$ 26.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Clerk II **</td>
<td>$ 29.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Clerk III **</td>
<td>$ 32.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Assistant **</td>
<td>$ 45.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Entry Operator I **</td>
<td>$ 23.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Entry Operator II **</td>
<td>$ 25.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispatcher, Motor Vehicle **</td>
<td>$ 31.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Preparation Clerk **</td>
<td>$ 25.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Clerk I **</td>
<td>$ 23.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Clerk II **</td>
<td>$ 25.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Clerk III **</td>
<td>$ 28.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary I **</td>
<td>$ 33.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary II **</td>
<td>$ 37.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary III **</td>
<td>$ 41.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Technician **</td>
<td>$ 45.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchboard Operator/Receptionist **</td>
<td>$ 30.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIN 736 2 - Automatic Data Processing Occupations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Operator I**</td>
<td>$ 31.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SIN 736 3 - General Services and Support Occupations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker **</td>
<td>$ 29.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook I **</td>
<td>$ 28.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook II **</td>
<td>$ 32.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishwasher **</td>
<td>$ 23.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Service Worker **</td>
<td>$ 22.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartender **</td>
<td>$ 24.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiter/Waitress **</td>
<td>$ 24.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housekeeping Aid **</td>
<td>$ 26.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janitor **</td>
<td>$ 26.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laborer, Ground Maintenance **</td>
<td>$ 28.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forklift Operator **</td>
<td>$ 36.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Coordinator **</td>
<td>$ 39.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Handling Laborer **</td>
<td>$ 30.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production Line Worker (Food Processing) **</td>
<td>$ 36.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping/Receiving Clerk **</td>
<td>$ 28.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Service Contract Act (SCA) is applicable to this contract and it includes SCA applicable labor categories. The prices for the indicated (**) SCA labor categories are based on the U.S. Department of Labor Wage Determination Number(s) identified in the SCA matrix. The prices awarded are in line with the geographic scope of the contract (i.e. nationwide).

| SIN 736 3 - General Services and Support Occupations |
|-----------------|----------------|
| Warehouse Specialist ** | $ 36.67 |
| Carpenter, Maintenance ** | $ 53.14 |
| Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning Mechanic ** | $ 49.29 |
| Heavy Equipment Mechanic ** | $ 48.72 |
| Heavy Equipment Operator ** | $ 58.25 |
| Laborer ** | $ 29.40 |
| Painter, Maintenance ** | $ 43.92 |
| Child Care Attendant ** | $ 21.42 |
| Child Care Center Clerk ** | $ 27.19 |
| Lifeguard ** | $ 32.89 |
| Driver Courier ** | $ 25.48 |
| Shuttle Bus Driver ** | $ 27.11 |
| Truckdriver, Light ** | $ 27.11 |
Labor Category Descriptions

SIN 736-1 ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT AND CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS

ACCOUNTING CLERK I

This position is responsible for performing one or more routine accounting clerical operations such as: examining, verifying, and correcting various accounting documents to ensure completeness and accuracy of data in accordance to accounting procedures. Specific tasks/duties are assigned under adequate supervision. Entry-level reconciliation and posting will be assigned under detailed guidance. In most instances, an employee in this position will rely on the supervisors' instructions. Completed work will be reviewed for accuracy and compliance with procedures.

ACCOUNTING CLERK II

This position uses knowledge of double entry bookkeeping in performing one or more of the following: posting actions to journals, identifying subsidiary accounts affected, making debit and credit entries, and assigning proper codes. The Accounting Clerk II may review computer printouts against manually maintained journals, detect and correct erroneous postings, and prepare documents to adjust accounting classifications and other data, or review lists of transactions rejected by an automated system. In this instance, the Accounting Clerk II will determine reasons for rejections, and prepare necessary correcting material. On routine assignments, an employee will select and apply established procedures and techniques. Detailed instructions are provided for difficult or unusual assignments. Completed work and methods used, are reviewed for technical accuracy.

ACCOUNTING CLERK III

The Accounting Clerk III maintains journals or subsidiary ledgers of an accounting system and balances and reconciles accounts. Typical duties include one or both of the following: 1.) reviewing invoices and statements verifying information, ensuring sufficient funds have been obligated, and if questionable, resolving with the submitting unit determining accounts involved. The review will include coding transactions, and processing material through data processing for application in the accounting system; 2.) analysis and reconciliation of computer printouts with operating unit reports (contacting units, researching causes of discrepancies, and taking action to ensure that accounts balance). Supervisor provides suggestions for handling unusual or non-recurring transactions. Conformance with requirements and technical soundness of completed work are reviewed by the supervisor, or are controlled by mechanisms built into the accounting processes.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

In addition to secretarial duties (filing, taking phone calls, scheduling appointments, making travel arrangements), this position will provide administrative support to executive staff with office management responsibilities to include budgeting, personnel records and payroll. The Administrative Assistant may be required to work independently on projects requiring research and preparation of briefing charts and other presentation materials.

DATA ENTRY OPERATOR I

This position works under close supervision and follows specific procedures or detailed instructions. The Data Entry Operator I works from various standardized source documents that have been coded and require little or no selecting, coding or interpreting of data. Problems such as erroneous items and codes, or missing information are resolved at the supervisory level. Work is routine and repetitive.

DATA ENTRY OPERATOR II

This position requires the application of experience and judgment in selecting procedures to be followed, and searching for interpreting, selecting, or coding items to be entered from a variety of document sources. The Data Entry Operator II may occasionally perform routine work as described for Data Entry Operator I.

DISPATCHER, MOTOR VEHICLE

This position is responsible for the assignment of motor vehicles and drivers for conveyance of freight or passengers, and compiles lists of available vehicles. The assignment of vehicles is determined by factors such as length and purpose of trip, freight or passenger requirements, and preference of user. Additional responsibilities include the issuance of keys, record sheets, and driver credentials. The Dispatcher records time of departure, destination, cargo, expected time of return and investigates overdue vehicles. The Dispatcher may confer with customers to expedite or locate missing, misrouted, delayed or damaged merchandise, maintain record of mileage, fuel used, repairs made, and other expenses. The Dispatcher may establish service or delivery routes, supervise loading and unloading, issue equipment to drivers, (such as hand trucks, dollies, and blankets), direct activities of drivers, assign helpers to drivers, work at vehicle distribution centers, and assign vehicles to customer agencies.

DOCUMENT PREPARATION CLERK

This position prepares documents such as brochures, books, periodicals, catalogs, and pamphlets for copying or photocopying. The Document Preparation Clerk cuts documents into individual standardized pages, using a paper cutter or razor knife. Document pages are reproduced as necessary to improve clarity or to adjust the standardized page size according to the limitations of the designated copy machine. The
Document Preparation Clerk stamps standard symbols on pages or inserts instruction cards to notify Duplicating Machine Operator of special handling, prepares cover sheets and document folders for material, and index cards for files, and files folder according to index code and copies priority schedule.

**GENERAL CLERK I**

This position follows clearly detailed specific procedures in completing several repetitive clerical steps performed in a prescribed or slightly varied sequence, such as coding and filing documents in an extensive alphabetical file; could involve simple posting to individual accounts, opening mail, calculating and posting charges to departmental accounts, operating basic office equipment, e.g., photocopier, facsimile, multi-line phone/voicemail systems, mailing machines, and minimal computer programs. Little or no subject-matter knowledge is required, but the clerk uses his or her own judgment in choosing the proper procedure for each task.

**GENERAL CLERK II**

This position requires familiarity with the terminology of the office unit. The General Clerk selects appropriate methods from a wide variety of procedures or makes simple adaptations and interpretations of a limited number of substantive guides and manuals. The clerical steps often vary in type or sequence, depending on the task. Recognized problems are referred to others.

**GENERAL CLERK III**

This position uses some subject-matter knowledge and judgment to complete assignments consisting of numerous steps varying in nature and sequence. The General Clerk III selects from alternative methods and refers problems not solvable by adapting or interpreting substantive guides, manuals, or procedures. Typical duties include: assisting in a variety of administrative matters; maintaining a wide variety of financial or other records (stored both manually and electronically); verifying statistical reports for accuracy and completeness; compiling information; and handling and adjusting complaints.

The General Clerk III may also direct lower level clerks. Positions above level IV are excluded. Such positions (which may include supervisory responsibility over lower level clerks) require workers to use a thorough knowledge of an office's work and routine to: 1) choose among widely varying methods and procedures to process complex transactions; and 2) select or devise steps necessary to complete assignments. Typical jobs covered by this exclusion include administrative assistants, clerical supervisors, and office managers.

**SECRETARY I**

This position provides principal secretarial support in an office, usually to one individual, and, in some cases, to the subordinate staff of that individual. The Secretary maintains a close and highly responsive relationship to the day-to-day activities of the supervisor and staff, works fairly independently receiving a
minimum of detailed supervision and guidance, and performs various clerical and secretarial duties requiring knowledge of office routine and an understanding of the organization, programs, and procedures related to the work of the office. Computers may exist in the environment, requiring working knowledge of certain office software programs.

Carries out recurring office procedures independently, and selects the guideline or reference that fits the specific case. The supervisor provides specific instructions on new assignments and checks completed work for accuracy. The LR-1 performs varied duties including or comparable to the following:

a. Respond to routine telephone requests that have standard answers; refer calls and visitors to appropriate staff. Control mail and assure timely staff response, and send form letters;
b. As instructed, maintain supervisor's calendar, make appointments, and arrange for meeting rooms;
c. Review materials prepared for supervisor's approval for typographical accuracy and proper format;
d. Maintain recurring internal reports, such as time and leave records, office equipment listings, correspondence controls, and training plans;
e. Requisition supplies, printing, maintenance or other services, type, take and transcribe dictation, create and maintain office files.

SECRETARY II

This position provides principal secretarial support in an office, usually to one individual, and, in some cases, to the subordinate staff of that individual. The Secretary maintains a close and highly responsive relationship to the day-to-day activities of the supervisor and staff, works fairly independently receiving a minimum of detailed supervision and guidance, and performs various clerical and secretarial duties requiring knowledge of office routine and an understanding of the organization, programs, and procedures related to the work of the office. Computers may exist in the environment, requiring working knowledge of certain office software programs.

LR-2 handles differing situations, problems, and deviations in the work of the office according to the supervisor's general instructions, priorities, duties, policies, and program goals. Supervisor may assist secretary with special assignments. Duties include or are comparable to the following:

a. Screen telephone calls, visitors, and incoming correspondence; personally respond to requests for information concerning office procedures; determine which requests should be handled by the supervisor, appropriate staff member or other offices, prepare and sign routine non-technical correspondence in own or supervisor's name;
b. Schedule tentative appointments without prior clearance. Make arrangements for conferences and meetings and assemble established background materials as directed. May attend meetings and record and report on the proceedings;
c. Review outgoing materials and correspondence for internal consistency and conformance with supervisor's procedures; assure that proper clearances have been obtained, when needed;
d. Collect information from the files or staff for routine inquiries on office program(s) or periodic reports, and refer non-routine requests to supervisor or staff;

e. Explain to subordinate staff supervisor's requirements concerning office procedures, coordinate personnel and administrative forms for the office and forwards for processing.

SECRETARY III

This position provides principal secretarial support in an office, usually to one individual, and, in some cases, to the subordinate staff of that individual. The Secretary maintains a close and highly responsive relationship to the day-to-day activities of the supervisor and staff, works fairly independently receiving a minimum of detailed supervision and guidance, and performs various clerical and secretarial duties requiring knowledge of office routine and an understanding of the organization, programs, and procedures related to the work of the office. Computers may exist in the environment, requiring working knowledge of certain office software programs.

LR-3 uses greater judgment and initiative to determine the approach or action to take in non-routine situations, interprets and adapts guidelines, including unwritten policies, precedents, and practices, which are not always completely applicable to changing situations. Duties include or are comparable to the following:

a. Based on knowledge of the supervisor's views, compose correspondence on own initiative about administrative matters and general office policies for supervisor's approval;

b. Anticipate and prepare materials needed by the supervisor for conferences, correspondence, appointments, meetings, telephone calls, etc., and informs supervisor on matters to be considered;

c. Read publications, regulations, and directives and take action or refer those that are important to the supervisor and staff;

d. Prepare special or one-time reports, summaries, or replies to inquiries, selecting relevant information from a variety of sources such as reports, documents, correspondence, other offices, etc., under general directions;

e. Advise secretaries in subordinate offices on new procedures; request information needed from the subordinate office(s) for periodic or special conferences, reports, inquiries, etc., and shifts clerical staff to accommodate workload needs.

Excludes secretaries performing any of the following duties:

Acting as office manager for the executive's organization, e.g., determines when new procedures are needed for changing situations and devises and implements alternatives; revising or clarifying procedures to eliminate conflict or duplication; identifying and resolving various problems that affect the orderly flow of work in transactions with parties outside the organization.

Preparing agenda for conferences; explain discussion topics to participants; drafts introductions and develops background information and prepares outlines for executive or staff member(s) to use in writing speeches.
The LR-3 advises individuals outside the organization on the executive's views on major policies or current issues facing the organization; contacts or responds to contact from high-ranking outside officials (e.g., city or state officials, members of congress, presidents of national unions or large national or international firms, etc.) in unique situations. These officials may be relatively inaccessible, and each contact typically must be handled differently, using judgment and discretion.

**SUPPLY TECHNICIAN**

This position performs limited aspects of technical supply management work (e.g., inventory management, storage management, cataloging, and property utilization) related to depot, local, or other supply activities. Work usually is segregated by commodity area or function, and controlled in terms of difficulty, complexity, or responsibility. Assignments usually relate to stable or standardized segments of technical supply management operations; or to functions or subjects that are narrow in scope or limited in difficulty. The work generally involves individual case problems or supply actions. This work may require consideration of program requirements together with specific variations in or from standardized guidelines. Assignments require:

(a) a good working knowledge of the governing supply systems, programs, policies, nomenclature, work methods, manuals, or other established guidelines; (b) an understanding of the needs of the organization serviced; and (c) analytical ability to define or recognize the dimension of the problems involved, to collect the necessary data to establish the facts, and take or recommend action based upon application or interpretation of established guidelines.

**SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR/RECEPTIONIST**

This position greets visitors, determining nature of visits and directing visitors to appropriate persons. Duties may include, but are not limited to, relaying incoming, outgoing, and intra-system calls through a private branch exchange (PBX) system; recording and transmitting messages; keeping records of calls placed; providing information to callers and visitors; hearing and resolving complaints; making appointments; handling incoming and outgoing mail; controlling access to the facility; keeping a log of visitors; and issuing visitor passes. In this position, one may also type and perform other routine clerical work, such as entering data and processing documents, which may occupy the major portion of the worker's time.”

**SIN 736-2 AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING OCCUPATIONS**

**COMPUTER OPERATOR I**

The Computer Operator I works under close personal supervision and is provided detailed written or oral guidance before and during assignments. As instructed, this worker resolves common operating problems
and may serve as an assistant operator working under close supervision or performing a portion of a more senior operator's work.

**SIN 736-3 GENERAL SERVICES AND SUPPORT**

**BAKER**

The Baker applies full knowledge of baking trade and is responsible for producing standard baked goods such as bread, rolls, cakes, cookies, biscuits, muffins, and various types of puddings, and ice cream or sherbets.

**COOK I**

The Cook I independently performs moderately difficult tasks in preparing small quantities of quickly prepared food such as steaks, chops, cutlets, hamburgers, eggs, salads and other similar items. Excludes workers who exercise general supervision over kitchen activities.

**COOK II**

The Cook II prepares in large quantities, by various methods of cooking, meat, poultry, fish, vegetables, seasons and cooks all cuts of various meats, fish and poultry, boils, steams or fries vegetables, makes gravies, soups, sauces, roasts, meat pies, fricaseses, casseroles, and stews. Excludes food service supervisors and head cooks who exercise general supervision over kitchen activities.

**DISHWASHER**

The Dishwasher manually or mechanically washes and rinses dishes, glasses and silverware; maintains proper temperature for sterilization and adds soap as needed, and performs other duties as assigned.

**FOOD SERVICE WORKER**

The Food Service Worker (Cafeteria Worker) serves as a cafeteria and/or delicatessen/bakery worker helping in the preparation, presentation and serving of specialty meats, delicacies, preserved foods, cheeses, salads, breads and sweets to patrons. The incumbent assists in weighing, pricing and wrapping selected foods on plates, trays and in bags, prepares food displays in counter cases and other display units, greets customers as they arrive at service counter, takes special orders, and answers basic customer questions about specialty foods.

Using prepared ingredients and following routine, repetitive steps, this Worker makes hot and/or cold sandwiches, fruit and vegetable trays, salads and rotisserie chicken, may slice and/or mix simple
ingredients, as needed, cleans counters and trays, washes dishes and maintains cleanliness of preparation, work and display areas, inspects and cleans equipment. This Worker may assist in any or all of the following: measuring and mixing ingredients as directed, assists in preparing, cooking and decorating breads, rolls, pastries, cakes and other bakery items, receives, unloads trucks, and stores stock, takes special orders or unusual food requests from customers, takes payment and makes change for customers.

BARTENDER

The Bartender will prepare alcohol or non-alcohol beverages for bar and restaurant patrons. Interact with customers, take orders and serve snacks and drinks. Assess customers' needs and preferences and make recommendations. Mix ingredients to prepare cocktails. Individuals who excel in this position are computer literates, have a positive attitude and excellent communication skills.

WAITER/WAITRESS

The Waiter/Waitress serves food and beverages to patrons at counters and tables in coffee shops, lunchrooms, and other dining establishments. This worker presents menus to customers, answers questions, and makes suggestions regarding food and service. Duties include: memorizing or writing order on check, relaying order to kitchen and serving course from kitchen and service bars. The Waiter/Waitress observes guests to fulfill any additional requests and to perceive when meal has been completed, totals bill and accepts payment or refers patron to Cashier. The Waiter/Waitress may ladle soup, toss salads, portion pies and desserts, brew coffee, perform other services as determined by establishment's size and practices, and may clear and reset counters or tables at conclusion of each course or meal.

HOUSEKEEPING AIDE

The Housekeeping Aide performs special cleaning projects as well as daily cleaning duties in accordance with standard procedures of the housekeeping department and with hospital objectives. An employee uses cleaning equipment, including automatic floor machines, commercial vacuums, wet mops, large wringers and other necessary equipment, tools, chemicals and supplies. The Housekeeping Aide will dry and wet mop floors, scrub and buff floors with rotor and other machines, vacuum carpets to clean and control bacteria, transport trash from utility rooms and other collection points to incinerator, compactor, or pick-up area, perform special cleaning of induction units, walls, lighting fixtures, and windows, both inside and outside, move furniture and set up meeting rooms. This Aide collects soiled linen, assists in cleaning emergency spills that are observed or as requested, maintains assigned equipment for cleanliness and requests repairs when needed, reports need for repairs to hospital equipment, furniture, building and fixtures, assists in moving patients in case of fire, disaster or emergency evacuation, and assists security personnel in restraining disturbed patients in psychiatric wards.
JANITOR

The Janitor cleans and keeps in an orderly condition factory working areas and washrooms, or premises of an office, apartment house, or commercial or other establishment. Duties involve a combination of the following: Sweeping, mopping or scrubbing, and polishing floors; removing chips, trash, and other refuse; dusting equipment, furniture, or fixtures; polishing metal fixtures or trimmings; providing supplies and minor maintenance services; and cleaning lavatories, showers, and restrooms.

Excluded are:

a. Workers who specialize in window washing.
b. Housekeeping staff who make beds and change linens as a primary responsibility.
c. Workers required to disassemble and assemble equipment in order to clean machinery.
d. Workers who receive additional compensation to maintain sterile facilities or equipment.

LABORER, GROUNDS MAINTENANCE

The Laborer, Grounds Maintenance maintains grounds of industrial, commercial or public property such as buildings, camp and picnic grounds, parks, playgrounds, greenhouses, and athletic fields, and repairs structures and equipment, performing one or more of the following tasks: cut grass, using walking-type or riding mowers (less than 2000 lbs.), trim hedges and edges around walks, flowerbeds, and wells, using hedge trimmers, clippers and edging tools, prunes shrubs and trees to shape and improve growth, using shears and other hand tools, sprays lawn, shrubs, and trees with fertilizer or insecticide. Job duties also include the following: planting grass, flowers, trees, and shrubs, watering lawn and shrubs during dry periods, using hose or activating sprinkler system, picks up and burns or carts away leaves, paper or other litter; removing snow from walks, driveways, roads, or parking lots, using shovel and snow blower, spreads salt on walkways and other areas, repairing and painting fences, gates, benches, tables, guardrails, and outbuildings. This Worker assists in repair of roads, walks, buildings, and mechanical equipment, and may clean comfort stations, offices workshop areas, and parking lots by sweeping, washing, mopping and polishing.

FORKLIFT OPERATOR

The Forklift Operator operates a manually controlled gasoline, electric or liquid propane gas powered forklift to transport goods and materials of all kinds within a warehouse, manufacturing plant, or other establishment.

MATERIAL COORDINATOR

The Material Coordinator coordinates and expedites flow of material, parts, and assemblies within or between departments in accordance with production and shipping schedules or department supervisors' priorities. In this job, the Material Coordinator reviews production schedules and confers with department
supervisors to determine material required or overdue and to locate material, requisitions material and establishes delivery sequences to departments according to job order priorities and anticipated availability of material; arranges for in-plant transfer of materials to meet production schedules, and with department supervisors for repair and assembly of material and its transportation to various departments, and examines material delivered to production departments to verify if type specified. This Worker may monitor and control movement of material and parts along conveyor system, using remote-control panel board, compute amount of material needed for specific job orders, applying knowledge of product and manufacturing processes and using adding machine; compile report of quantity and type of material on hand, move or transport material from one department to another, using hand or industrial truck; may compile perpetual production records in order to locate material in process of production, using manual or computerized system, and maintain employee records.

MATERIAL HANDLING LABORER

This person will perform physical tasks to transport or store materials or merchandise. Duties involve one or more of the following: manually loading or unloading freight cars, trucks, or other transporting devices; unpacking, shelving, or placing items in proper storage locations; or transporting goods by hand truck, cart, or wheelbarrow. Excluded from this definition are workers whose primary function involves: a. Participating directly in the production of goods (e.g., moving items from one production station to another or placing them on or removing them from the production process); b. Stocking merchandise for sale; c. Counting or routing merchandise; d. Operating a crane or heavy-duty motorized vehicle such as forklift or truck; e. Loading and unloading ships (alongshore workers); f. Traveling on trucks beyond the establishment's physical location to load or unload merchandise.

PRODUCTION LINE WORKER (FOOD PROCESSING)

This position refers to an employee employed in a food processing plant whose duties involve several of the following: loading and unloading commodities from rail cars, trucks, or other conveyances, placing merchandise in proper storage location and transporting the merchandise by hand truck, push-pull, or forklift; blends merchandise ingredients into pre-determined quality by heating, mixing, re-heating, etc. The Production Line Worker monitors blending operation to ensure that finished products meet customer's requirements, monitors flow of product into appropriate container; labels container with identifying information supplied by customer, and places containers into appropriate shipping container. Must have knowledge of various types and sizes of shipping containers and special requirements of customers.

SHIPPING/RECEIVING CLERK

The Shipping/Receiving Clerk performs clerical and physical tasks in connection with shipping goods of the establishment in which employed and receiving incoming shipments. In performing day-to-day, routine tasks, this worker follows established guidelines. In handling unusual non-routine problems, this worker receives specific guidance from supervisor or other officials. This incumbent may direct and coordinate the activities of other workers engaged in handling goods to be shipped or being received.
Shipping duties typically involve the following: verifying that orders are accurately filled by comparing items and quantities of goods gathered for shipment against documents; insuring that shipments are properly packaged, identified with shipping information, and loaded into transporting vehicles, and preparing and keeping records of goods shipped, e.g., manifests, bills of lading. Receiving duties typically involve the following: verifying the correctness of incoming shipments by comparing items and quantities unloaded against bills of lading, invoices, manifests, storage receipts, or other records, checking for damaged goods, insuring that goods are appropriately identified for routing to departments within the establishment, and preparing and keeping records of goods received.

WAREHOUSE SPECIALIST

As directed, the Warehouse Specialist performs a variety of warehousing duties that require an understanding of the establishment's storage plan. Work involves most of the following: verifying materials (or merchandise) against receiving documents, noting and reporting discrepancies and obvious damages, routing materials to prescribed storage locations; storing, stacking, or palletizing materials in accordance with prescribed storage methods, rearranging and taking inventory of stored materials, examining stored materials and reporting deterioration and damage, removing material from storage and preparing it for shipment. This worker may operate hand or power trucks in performing warehousing duties. Note: Exclude workers whose primary duties involve shipping and receiving work (see Shipping/Receiving Clerk), order filling (see Order Filler), or operating forklifts (see Forklift Operator).

CARPENTER, MAINTENANCE

The Carpenter, Maintenance performs the carpentry duties necessary to maintain in good repair building woodwork and equipment such as bins, cribs, counters, benches, partitions, doors. Work involves most of the following: planning and laying out of work from blueprints, drawings, models, or verbal instructions, using a variety of carpenter's hand tools, portable power tools and standard measuring instruments, and making standard shop computations relating to dimensions of work; and selecting materials necessary for the work. In general, the work of the maintenance carpenter requires rounded training and experience usually acquired through a formal apprenticeship or equivalent training and experience.

HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING MECHANIC

The Heating, Ventilation, and Air-Conditioning Mechanic installs, services and repairs environmental-control systems in residences, department stores, office buildings, and other commercial establishments, utilizing knowledge of refrigeration theory, pipefitting and structural layout, mounts compressor and condenser units on platform or floor, using hand tools, following blueprints or engineering specifications, fabricates, assembles and installs ductwork and chassis parts, using portable metalworking tools and welding equipment, and installs evaporator unit in chassis or in air-duct system, using hand tools. This mechanic also cuts and bends tubing to correct length and shape, using cutting and bending equipment and tools, cuts and threads pipe, using machine-threading or hand-threading equipment, joins tubing or pipes to various refrigerating units by means of sleeves, couplings or unions, and solders joints, using
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torch, forming complete circuit for refrigerant, installs expansion and discharge valves in circuit.

This worker connects motors, compressors, temperature controls, humidity controls, and circulating ventilation fans to control panels and connects control panels to power source; installs air and water filters in completed installation, injects small amount of refrigerant into compressor to test systems and adds Freon gas to build up prescribed operating pressure. This mechanic observes pressure and vacuum gauges and adjusts controls to insure proper operation, tests joints and connections for gas leaks, using gauges or soap-and-water solution, wraps pipes in insulation batting and secures them in place with cement or wire bands, replaces defective breaker controls, thermostats, switches, fuses and electrical wiring to repair installed units, may install, repair and service air conditioners, ranging from fifteen to twenty tons cooling capacity in warehouses and small factory buildings.

**HEAVY EQUIPMENT MECHANIC**

The Heavy Equipment Mechanic analyzes malfunctions and repairs, rebuilds and maintains power equipment, such as cranes, power shovels, scrapers, paving machines, motor graders, trench-digging machines, conveyors, bulldozers, dredges, pumps, compressors and pneumatic tools. This worker operates and inspects machines or equipment to diagnose defects, dismantles and reassembles equipment, using hoists and hand tools, examines parts for damage or excessive wear, using micrometers and gauges, replaces defective engines and subassemblies, such as transmissions, and tests overhauled equipment to insure operating efficiency. The mechanic welds broken parts and structural members, may direct workers engaged in cleaning parts and assisting with assembly and disassembly of equipment, and may repair, adjust and maintain mining machinery, such as stripping and loading shovels, drilling and cutting machines, and continuous mining machines.

**HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR**

The Heavy Equipment Operator operates heavy equipment such as cranes, clamshells, power shovels, motor graders, heavy loaders, carryalls, bulldozers, rollers, scrapers, and large industrial tractors with pan or scraper attachments. Equipment is used to excavate, load, or move dirt, gravel, or other materials. Operator may read and interpret grade and slope stakes and simple plans, and may grease, adjust and make emergency repairs to equipment.

**LABORER**

The Laborer performs tasks that require mainly physical abilities and effort involving little or no specialized skill or prior work experience. The following tasks are typical of this occupation: The Laborer loads and unloads trucks, and other conveyances, moves supplies and materials to proper location by wheelbarrow or hand truck; stacks materials for storage or binning, collects refuse and salvageable materials, and digs, fills, and tamps earth excavations, The Laborer levels ground using pick, shovel, tamper and rake, shovels concrete and snow; cleans culverts and ditches, cuts tree and brush; operates power lawnmowers, moves and arranges heavy pieces of office and household furniture, equipment, and appliance, moves heavy pieces of automotive, medical engineering, and other types of machinery and
equipment, spreads sand and salt on icy roads and walkways, and picks up leaves and trash.

**PAINTER, MAINTENANCE**

The Painter, Maintenance paints and redecorates walls, woodwork and fixtures. Work involves the following: knowledge of surface peculiarities and types of paint required for different applications, preparing surface for painting by removing old finish or by placing putty or filler in nail holes and interstices, and applying paint with spray gun or brush. This person may mix colors, oils, white lead and other paint ingredients to obtain proper color or consistency. In general, the work of the maintenance painter requires rounded training and experience usually acquired through a formal apprenticeship or equivalent training and experience.

**CHILD CARE ATTENDANT**

This incumbent organizes and leads activities of children in nursery schools, day care centers, and similar organizations, receives children from parents, noting any special instructions parents may provide, helps children remove outer garments, prepares play materials and ensures that play areas, equipment and toys are safe and sanitary, supervises play periods, organizes and participates in games, reads to children, distributes toys and play materials, and teaches children simple painting, drawing, handwork, songs and similar activities. This worker attends to physical needs of children, assists them to develop self-help skills, and helps children to develop habits of caring for own clothing and picking up and putting away toys and books, and maintains discipline. Work includes the following: consoling upset or distressed children, directing rest periods, preparing and serving meals or snacks. The Childcare Attendant eats with children and observes food intake and needs of children, teaches table manners, and clears tables, ensures that children remain clean, and that each child leaves with parent or authorized individual. This worker may wash, dry, fold, and store bed linens, blankets and diapers.

**CHILD CARE CENTER CLERK**

This incumbent performs clerical and administrative support duties in childcare center that provides dependent care and preschool programs, enrolls children in day care and preschool programs, assists parents in completing enrollment forms, receives and confirms reservations by telephone, and assigns children to rooms. This clerk ensures space is available for regular and hourly patrons, greets patrons and helps children make transition to center environment, and remains alert to detect early signs of distress, abnormal behavior, or suspected illnesses or diseases in children. This clerk keeps enrollment records, ensures that enrollment forms including immunization records are updated, as necessary, compiles hourly and daily registration reports, compiles records of children who will be present for meals and snacks, advises cook of meal requests, updates reservation records, labels children's belongings, and ensures that parents fill out daily information or medication forms, if needed.

This clerk collects fees for all aspects of center operation, calculates and posts all changes to patron's accounts, and balances total with control records, prepares and safeguards cash receipts in accordance with applicable directives, prepares daily cashier's report per office guidelines, prepares daily activity
report and, as required, a consolidated activity report, keeps daily attendance report. Orders and distributes supplies, and arranges meetings. The Childcare Center Clerk makes appointments for director or other staff members, greets and screens callers who contact the center either in person or by telephone and answers questions concerning such matters as fees and tuition; computes staff/child ratios and advises director when additional staff is needed, maintains lounge and work area in a clean and orderly manner, and contacts parents when a child becomes ill or injured. This clerk informs parents of incidents and prepares incident reports for parents' signatures, may open center in the morning and close it at night, and may serve as Child Care Attendant.

**LIFEGUARD**

The Lifeguard monitors activities at swimming pool to prevent accidents and to provide assistance to swimmers, maintains order in pool and pool areas, rescues swimmers in danger of drowning and administers first aid, inspects facilities for cleanliness, cleans pool and pool areas including bathhouse, determines chlorine content and pH value of water using water testing kit, and records readings. This person may check in and out items such as towels and personal items, may conduct or officiate at swimming meets, and may give swimming instruction.

**DRIVER COURIER**

The Driver/Courier drives automobile or light truck to deliver messages, documents, packages and mail to various business concerns or governmental agencies, may occasionally transport office personnel and visitors, perform miscellaneous errands, such as carrying mail to and from the post office and sorting or opening incoming and outgoing mail. The Driver Courier may obtain receipts for articles delivered and keep a log of items received and delivered, and deliver items to offices and departments within an establishment.

**SHUTTLE BUS DRIVER**

The Shuttle Bus Driver (Van Driver) drives minibus or van to transport clients, trainees, or company personnel; drives vehicle from individual or central loading area to social services or rehabilitation center, training location, job site, or other destination according to assigned schedule. This driver may assist disabled passengers into and out of vehicle, secure passengers' wheelchairs to restraining devices to stabilize wheelchairs during trip; may operate radio or similar device to communicate with base station or other vehicles to report disruption of service, clean and/or service vehicle with fuel, lubricants, and accessories, keep records of trips and/or behavior of passengers, and perform other duties when not driving such as, custodial and building maintenance tasks.

**TRUCKDRIVER, LIGHT**

Straight truck, less than 1 1/2 tons, usually 4 wheels.